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The aim of the project is to carry out research in the following areas:
 learning to rank –learning proper document ranking rules based on human computer interaction;
 sentiment analysis;
 extraction of concept hierarchies from document collection (hypernyms, hiponyms, synonyms
etc.) and their application in fact mining and factsearch in search engines;
 spam detection –documents, websites etc.
Within each of these areas the goal is to:
 evaluate state of the art models;
 model improvement;
 creation of resources for the tasks;
 creation of methods and resources for model evaluation;integration of selected
models/methods with semantic search engine;
 search for synergic effects between these various areas and their exploration for (1)
improvement of search engine performance(applied research) (2) better understanding of the
nature of human approach to information value (fundamental research).
Understanding the value of information from the human point of iew is one of the most important
concepts of the modern IT dealing with the processing of information on the Internet. It has not only
significant from theoretical but also from an engineering point of view, since the present interpretation
of information content, based on Shennon entropy, seems to be completely inadequate. In particular,
the pressing issue is to provide information that corresponds to human understanding and allow for an
automatic assessment of information in a manner that satisfies a human person.
The elements of such assessment include, among others, research in such areas as: above-mentioned
learning to rank, sentiment analysis, concept hierarchy extraction and spam detection.
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